The Stone Temple Pilots
Founded in 1990, the Stone Temple Pilots, STP, gained much popularity with their fame skyrocketing to superstar status around 1993. People ranging from all ages have heard of and still
enjoy STP’s music today. These same people attend concerts all across America, and the world, as
STP music remain a vital force even now.
Their songs are heard on radio stations every day. There are many active social media groups that
focus solely on Stone Temple Pilots music, Scott Weiland, and STP lore. The well known story of
Scott Weiland, original STP lead singer, is what makes a tribute band of them so certainly viable
today.
The Stone Temple Pilots Tribute Band Wicked Garden
The Stone Temple Pilots Tribute Band Wicked Garden, #TSTPTBWG, is a recently formed national act.
New to the tribute band scene, there only a few reviews: #smashtemple on Instagram writes, “You
guys really nailed it as far as sticking as true as possible to those original songs. A 10/10!” Another
follower notes, “A fan for life and beyond.” Many others have heard the demos and anxiously await
the return of live shows so they may see them play live.
The band’s musicians are professionals joined together after extensive national digital auditions,
with a few finalists chosen for in-person auditions. After meeting and performing together, the
band is now comprised of hand-selected, talented and dedicated entertainers with decades of
pooled experience.
The singerset out to capture Scott Wieland’s vocal traits while retaining his own voice. The
musicians backing him, have spent countless IPVSTNBLJOHDFSUBJOUIBUUIFJSQFSGPSNBODFT
will pass the most critical of expectations. The BUUFOUJPOFBDINVTJDJBOHJWFTUPUIFTVCUMF
nuances of the original STP songs is what sets them BQBSUGSPNPUIFS451USJCVUFCBOET5IFTF
four artists are bringing the powerful sounds of Stone 5FNQMF1JMPUTUSJCVUFTPOHTUPWFOVFT
BDSPTTUIFDPVOUSZ
The set list has been given great consideration to make certain that the songs audiences hear live
are the same ones they have grown to love and enjoy over the three decades of Stone Temple Pilots
music. The show opens with well known radio songs, the tempo changes to love songs and acoustic
songs and then the band closes the show with some of STP’s most popular rockers to exhilarate
audiences even more. This roller coaster ride of STP songs will leave audiences wanting more.
STPTBWG’s innovative, computer-based presentation method ensures each and every show has the
same superior production quality regardless of the venue’s unique sound characteristics. Using
state of the art technology and software, the band always delivers a consistent live sound.

Vasoline
Plush
Interstate Love Song
Wicked Garden
Big Empty
Creep (Acoustic)
Pretty Penny (Acoustic)
Sour Girl (Acoustic)
Lady Picture Show
Art School Girl
Big Bang Baby
Tumble in the Rough
Sex Type Thing
Down
Trippin’ on a Hole in a Paper Heart
Dead & Bloated
(not necessarily in this order)

Click the song title to open your browser which will play the selected song file.

Wicked Garden
(title track if you please)

Sex type thing
(crowd pleaser)

Down
(rocker)

Plush

(radio favorite)

(Please allow songs time to load)

WEBSITE


https://TheStoneTemplePilotsTributeBandWickedGarden.com

EMAIL

PKinfo@stptbwg.com

PHONE

719-644-6482
*****
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(APP MAY BE REQUIRED)

